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Abstract
Common knowledge acquisition and documentation structuring (CommonKADS) methodology is used for building
knowledge-based systems. Legacy systems built depending on CommonKADS suffer from weak points regarding reusability.
The main objectives of this work are: (1) switching of CommonKADS methodology from just a design model to be an
executable application, (2) facilitating the linkage and cooperation between CommonKADS services that are using different
terminologies and (3) enhancing suitability and reusability of existing CommonKADS-based systems. An enhancement to
the CommonKADSmethodology in order to improve its applications reusability is introduced. This enhancement contains an
adaptation of the original CommonKADS methodology and utilization of service-oriented architecture (SOA) as a promising
software engineering technology. The proposed adaptation model includes two alternative processes: adjusting and convert-
ing. An adjusting process performs a transformation of the existing CommonKADS layers to be SOA-enabled so that it
includes representing the data in a new standard form to be transformed into set of services. Converting process is concerned
with changing CommonKADS-based legacy systems to SOA-enabled systems through using GenericSOA framework. An
example application, a potato CommonKADS-based expert system, was used to evaluate the new proposed model through
the analysis and automated restructuring of it to be SOA-enabled system.

Keywords CommonKADS · Expertise Model · Knowledge-based systems · SOA

1 Introduction

A typical organization has a group of well-tested work-
ing systems. Each system is implemented using its own
standalone development language. Moreover, the individual
systems can contain various small components called mod-
ules. Those modules are connected together to achieve some
certain tasks for reaching the target goal of the system. Dur-
ing analysis of some existing systems, itmay be observed that
many other systems in the same or even other organizations
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utilize the same modules. This means that these modules
must be reconstructed over and over to build any new sys-
tem. This leads to waste of time, effort and money; besides,
the changes done in a module within one of the systems are
not reflected in the other systems using the module.

One of the most important systems is knowledge-based
systems (KBS). KBS are knowledge intensive, since they
contain valuable knowledge that is acquired from many
resources and experts. Also, KBS require a lot of time and
efforts to build. Knowledge acquisition and documentation
structuring (KADS) is one of themost usedmethodologies in
building KBS because it is well structured. CommonKADS
is a recent development of KADS [1]. The CommonKADS
methodology is “a collection of structured methods for build-
ing Knowledge-based systems KBS” [2,3], and it deals with
systems as a collection of building blocks. It explores the
development of a KBS as a modeling activity and describes
different views onproblem solving context through sixmodel
templates. These six models are: (1) the organization model,
(2) task model, (3) agent model, (4) communication model,
(5) design model and (6) Expertise Model [4]. A central
model in the CommonKADS methodology is the expertise
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model, which models the problem solving behavior of an
agent in terms of knowledge that is being applied in car-
rying out a certain task [2]. Expertise Model is especially
concerned with KBS component reusability (domain, infer-
ence and task knowledge) [3]. In addition, CommonKADS
methodology also includes a library that contains large num-
ber of task templates (TM) that can be considered patterns for
many real-life problems [5] such as diagnosis and prediction
scheduling. This helped a lot in keeping the formalization of
the knowledge acquisition and representation.

As a result of the speedy variations in the business envi-
ronment, software architecture design is necessary for the
smooth integration of software components. Along the years,
the development of systems design comes to amazing results
in movement from unstructured to semi-structured and then
to structured and jumping to object-oriented and recently to
SOA [6]. SOA is a good architecture to perform the mission
of software components integration. Current SOA applica-
tions are divided into set of varied reusable and independent
software services [7]. SOA can contribute to the dynamic and
continuous changes in market conditions through business’s
assessment to respond more quickly and cost-effectively.
Moreover, it can also make simpler interconnection to the
existing legacy systems as well as reconfiguring loosely cou-
pled business services in a smooth, fast and low-cost manner
[8–10]. Therefore, in SOA, context, legacy logical units of
work have to be appropriately composed and reengineered
in order to form services of desired granularity especially in
light of the rapid development of adequate support for multi-
party business processes [11].

Many old KBS are still applicable and represent a trea-
sure of knowledge with major value to the enterprises and
considered legacy systems. However, KBS rarely contain
resources, accurate documentations or even skillful man-
power in order to simply migrate these legacy systems [12].
Unsurprisingly, rebuilding these systems is expensive and
requires long time and great effort [7,13]. Reusability repre-
sents a major issue for developed legacy systems. Difficulty
of adjustment and maintenance of these systems results in
preventing its reusability. This difficulty originates from the
consequence that isolation of systems prevents changesmade
to any of those systems to be reflected in other systems.
Therefore, process of adjusting and maintaining the isolated
modules can be challenging. Embedded business roles can
also make adjustment and maintenance harder, due to rigid
adaption to new business roles. Finally, systems that were
built using old software development frameworks (SDKs)
can also have problems in their adjustment and maintenance.

Therefore, there is a high need for devising a comprehen-
sive model to enrich reusability of CommonKADS-based
systems through utilization of SOA. In this work, an adapta-
tion model for adjusting CommonKADS methodology into
SOA environment is proposed. The rest of this paper is orga-

nized as follows. In Sect. 2, research problem and research
questions are presented. In Sect. 3, related works about
CommonKADS and SOA are settled. In Sect. 4, the Com-
monKADS adaptation model to SOA is being explored. To
demonstrate the applicability of the proposed model, a case
study of applying the proposedmodel in the domain of Potato
Diagnosis Expert System is conducted in Sect. 5. Finally, the
work is concluded in Sect. 6.

2 Research Problem

CommonKADS is a valuable methodology for developing
KBS although it suffers from some weak points. These weak
points are cited in the literature and badly affect and limiting
its benefits. These weak points are:

1. The shortage in efficient and systematic transformation
of TM from the design phase into the implementation
phase [13].

2. No implementation tool to support the CommonKADS
methodology [14].

3. The usage of Conceptual Modeling Language1 (CML)
which is a weak modeling language [13].

On the other hand, there are some problems in systems built
using CommonKADS methodology and can be summarized
in the following:

1. The building blocks of a system have no clear interrela-
tionship, and they are not all equally generic or reusable
[3].

2. Selecting a building block to build a new system from an
existing one may sometime cause a conflict which arises
from executing a certain path on the domain knowledge
or force selection from limited set of available blocks
which may be the target block [3,13].

3. The components of the system may use multiple ontolo-
gies [15,16]. Linking specific components together in a
certain inference needs certain mapping between all used
ontologies [3,17].

4. Most of the systems developments that were based on
CommonKADS methodology have become legacy sys-
tems, but they still contain critical business roles and there
is a high risk in the replacement operation of these legacy
systems [18–20].

The presented work aims to answer the following research
questions:

1 Conceptual Modeling Language (CML) is a semi-formal language
and specific model of knowledge used by CommonKADS method.
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1. How can the CommonKADS systems communicate
smoothly and systematically with each other when they
use different terminologies?

2. Is it possible to convert existing systems that have been
built using the CommonKADS methodology to be more
adaptable to new software technologies?

3. How can the CommonKADS methodology facilitate the
automation of converting design models to implementa-
tions?

The proposed work aims to solve aforementioned problems
by introducing amodel to adjust theCommonKADSmethod-
ology and convert the legacy CommonKADS systems to
SOA-enabled systems in order to increase its usability.

3 RelatedWork

Mawloud et al. [13] presented efforts to enhance the CML
language which is a language with a semi-formal complexity
in reasoning rules. They have presented an implementa-
tion tool dedicated for the Expertise Model that exists in
the CommonKADSmethodology. Computerized expert sys-
tem generator, called G2, was proposed in order to provide
highly effective support to develop KBS. The proposed tool
contained domain knowledge content (concepts, attributes,
relationships, values and variables) and knowledge inference
(inference engine, rules, procedures, formulas and methods).
The improved languagewasmore structured and natural than
CML language. Therefore, the extracted knowledge within
an application has become more flexible. G2 has been since
used in diagnosis, alarm filtering optimization control and
supervision application only.

There are several modernization approaches to convert
legacy systems to SOA environment. Unfortunately, only a
few research studies tried to address the issue of automatic
transformation of legacy dynamic web applications to SOA.
In the rest of this section, we will explore some of the devel-
oped work in the problem of converting legacy systems to
SOA applications.

Almonaies et al. [7] proposed a framework for semi-
automatically migrating monolithic legacy web applications
to SOA. Authors built their framework on the basis of ana-
lyzing, automating and restructuring of an existing web
application in order to extract and migrate integrated inter-
nal features to convert them into independent and reusable
web services. This work divided legacy system migration to
service-oriented architecture through two main phases. The
first phase is service identification via utilizing of goal-based,
model-driven and service-oriented approaches as in [21]. The
second phase is service migration through extracting and
migrating each identified candidate service to a separate ser-

vice. As a result, the extracted service can be used in both
sides: the first by the original adapted application as a client
and the second by other web applications in an easy man-
ner.

Marchetto et al. [22] built a step-by-step approach to
migrate each candidate service into a web service through
each migration step. They applied this approach using Java,
and their main goal was to get an initial service-oriented
implementation of the original system. But, they did not
plan for obtaining the best system through using their new
approach.

Cetin et al. [6] proposed a mashup migration strategy
that can be used to address both the behavioral and the
architectural aspects of the migration process. Their method
consisted of six steps:

1. Modeling the target enterprise business requirements;
2. Analyzing the existing legacy system;
3. Mapping the target enterprise model to legacy compo-

nents and identify services;
4. Designing a concrete mashup server architecture;
5. Defining service-level agreements; and
6. Implementing and deploying services.

They aimed to integrate the legacy system at the presentation
layer. This required formulatingWeb 2.0mashup technology
at the enterprise level.

Lewis et al. [23] and Smith [24] issued service-oriented
migration and reuse technique (SMART) migration tech-
nique. This technique contributed to legacy systems anal-
ysis in organizations. The technique can help in deciding
whether the functionality of legacy systems can reasonably
be exposed as services in SOA. The changes that must be
made to the legacy components can be determined using
SMART by estimating the required interactions that will
be needed by the SOA aimed system. A service migration
strategy was finally implemented via putting together the
complete information about legacy components, the target
SOA and potential services.

Rodriguez et al. [25] applied both direct and indirect
migration approaches on a real COBOL system and matched
their outcomes. Bottom-up migration or direct approach
consists of two main jobs, employing a thin service layer
that defined APIs of the programs using the Web Services
Description Language (WSDL), and communicating clients’
applications with COBOL using Simple Object Access Pro-
tocol (SOAP). On the other hand, top-down migration or
indirect approach performs themigration process differently.
The target serviceAPIs are described theoretically relying on
a high-level view of the legacy system functionality. Then,
to implement the defined interfaces, it rewrites the business
logic, or parts of it.
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3.1 Criticism of RelatedWork

Our effort aims at improving or mitigating some of the short-
ages inherent in the previous literature work. As mentioned
before, when we talk about the domain specification of the
systems being built, the work presented in [13] is limited to
some applications. On the contrary, we expect the general-
ity of domains will lead to more usability. Our framework
is generic and can be utilized in any domain depending on
supplying of the domain own services.

The preserving of overall system preference is also con-
sidered as a main key point in the offered strategy evaluation.
Some mentioned research performed the migration strategy
on each candidate service to ensure the whole system quality
[22], instead of evaluating the complete system. Although
our intent was to offer techniques for simplifying the task
of legacy applications’ migration and converting them into
service-oriented systems, the identification and migration
processes applied only on a portion of the target applica-
tion. This issue is solved in our proposed framework by
taking into consideration the overall system value being
built not only the best services as standalone pieces. This
can be observed when we rebuild the legacy system, we
do not just select separate services, but we aimed at get-
ting the optimal set of services. This services set can work
together in order to accomplish the required system func-
tionality. At the same time, those services are the most
suitable ones among the offered services in the service
library.

Moreover, one main objective of past research was the
automation of the migration process [7]. However, the work
was dedicated to only a portion of the web applications and
applying it on legacy PHP web applications. They aimed to
migrate the identified service operations in legacy PHP web
applications to service component architecture (SCA)-based
web services. They focused on the implementation conver-
sion only and neglected the design of the application. On
the contrary, the proposed model will take consideration of
both the design and implementation phases of the converted
systems.

Although all this great effort done in addressing the prob-
lem of converting different types of legacy systems to SOA,
our presented work still offers the novelty of dealing with
CommonKADS systems and being involved in its own mod-
els conversion and their performance improvement to achieve
the maximum benefit from them through utilizing SOA
technology represented in GenericSOA framework [26] and
reflecting the same functionality expected from those sys-
tems without losing the main concept of CommonKADS
methodology.

4 From CommonKADSModel to SOA

This paper proposes a solution to the CommonKADS sys-
tems’ problems using the SOA approach and to address
the research questions mentioned in Sect. 2. Applying
SOA techniques to CommonKADSmethodology can extend
SOA reusability feature over CommonKADS various sys-
tems’ types. The interrelations between the components can
become clearer. The first problem can be solved by creat-
ing the components using a standard template where the
interrelations between the components can be discovered
regardless of their generality or reusability. This also will
answer research question of how to automatically convert
CommonKADS methodology design model to implementa-
tion.UsingSOAservice selection strategy can help in solving
the second problem. It supports selecting a suitable com-
ponent from the predefined CommonKADS components.
For the third problem, mapping terminology between dif-
ferent ontologies can be done through defining a mapping
ontology that can be used by the generated SOA frame-
work. This solution satisfies the research question of how
the CommonKADS services can communicate systemati-
cally together despite of using different terminologies. The
actual outcome of this model is SOA-enabled system that is
more flexible and reusable, which can solve the forth prob-
lem. This affects the research question of converting existing
CommonKADS-based systems to be more suitable for the
new software technologies.

The proposed solution is advised for systems that depend
on the CommonKADS methodology both new systems and
systems that are being used for several years. This work
represents a model that can be used to either adjust the
CommonKADS Expertise Model, or convert the legacy
systems that depend on CommonKADS methodology to
SOA-enabled system.

We can explain our proposed model to move from
CommonKADS dependable system to SOA-enabled system
shown in Fig. 1 as follows. First step, the data representation
of “CommonKADS Expertise Model” is being transformed
through a process called “Adjusting” to produce “Standard
representations” of knowledge. Now, a “New system” can
be built from scratch using this new knowledge represen-
tation. On the other hand, the Expertise Model of already
existing “CommonKADS Legacy System” can be changed
through the process of “Converting” and by the assistance
of the new created standard representation to an “Expertise
Model As a Service” which produces definite set of “Ser-
vices.” Those services are then utilized to build a service
template using “GenericSOA” framework. Finally, our target
system is constructed using this service template and nowwe
have “SOA-enabled system.”
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Fig. 1 CommonKADS adaptation model

The proposed model has definite methodology steps to
help achieve its objectives. Those steps are summarized into
the following points:

1. Setting up a standard form for the knowledge represen-
tation.

2. Adjusting the CommonKADS Expertise Model accord-
ing to this standard representation.

3. Converting CommonKADS legacy system to “Expertise
Model as a service.”

4. Transforming “Expertise Model as a service” to a set of
separate services and each service has its specific func-
tion.

5. Integrating the resulting services to build up the required
system.

An adaptation model for CommonKADS methodology to
be applied in SOA environments will be explored in the
upcoming subsections. Finally, GenericSOA framework will
be briefly explored in Sect. 4.3 as a procedure to facilitate
the process of SOA-enabled systems construction.

4.1 Adjusting the CommonKADS Expertise Model

The basic idea of the adjusting process is to build a system
that will be built based on CommonKADSmethodology and
can be run in SOAenvironments. ExpertiseModel is themost
important model in CommonKADS because it is responsible
of the data representation and this is the core of our research.
Adjusting process can be performed through adjusting the
domain knowledge, inference knowledge and task knowl-
edge, which are the three layers of CommonKADSExpertise
Model. This adjustment includes setting up of a new standard

form to represent the data instead of the old representation
in order to be transformed to different services.

Adjusting the existing CommonKADS layers to SOA-
enabled is done automatically using the following algorithm
as shown in Fig. 2. The algorithm parses the old representa-
tion line by line and transforms it to the new representation
which is SOA-enabled. Generation of the new representation
is based on ontology, which facilitates getting the equivalent
keywords. In the following subsections, the adjusting of the
Expertise Model layers will be explored.

4.1.1 Domain Knowledge Adjustment

Thedomainknowledge consists ofdomain models anddomain
ontology. Since the services can deal easily with the domain
ontology as it is, there is no need to transform it to a new rep-
resentation. Also, GenericSOA framework has a mapping
ontology which facilitates the unification between differ-
ent used terminologies as shown in Sect. 4.1.4. The domain
model consists of a set of relations so; it will be transformed
to a composed service as shown in Table 1. Each (tuple) in
CommonKADS domain model is turned to a service (Ser-
viceFunction).

The (ServiceFunction) is a wrapped service that has been
created to call the domain model relation existing in the orig-
inal CommonKADS model. In run time, the framework will
select the responsible service to execute the relation function
and return the result. For each relation, a wrapper service will
be created and will be responsible for running the existing
relation in the old system. The wrapper service mission is
to encapsulate the function without changing the core or the
body of this working function. This will be useful, since there
is no need to transform the function and any other functions
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Adjusting ()
{

ONTO = Read ontology
CommonKADS_Old = Read Old CommonKADS representation
For each S_line in CommonKADS_Old do
{

// parse to get the old CommonKADS keyword
CK_KeyWord = get CommonKADS keyword

//the GetKeyword function returns the CommonKADS new representation for the old one
New_keyWord = GetKeyword (CK_KeyWord, ONTO) 

Generate the new representation for S_line
}

Fig. 2 Adjustment algorithm

Table 1 Domain model layer adjustment

CommonKADS Domain model Proposed Domain model as service
Domain model:

< domain_model_name >
Parts:

Tuple ( < relation1 > )
Tuple( < relation2 > )
….
Tuple( < relation N > )

Service Domain model: 
< Service_domain_model_name >

Composed Services:
ServiceFunction( < Function1 > )
ServiceFunction( < Function2 > )
....
ServiceFunction( < Function N > )

Table 2 Inference layer adjustment

CommonKADS Inference knowledge Proposed Inference knowledge as 
service

Inference:
< Inference_Name >

Operation-type: < Operation_Type >
Input-roles: < Input_Roles >
Output-roles: < Output_Roles >
Static-roles: < Static_Roles >
Spec: < Specification >

Service Inference: 
< Service_Inference_Name >

Description: < Specification >
Input-roles: < Input_Roles >
Output-roles: < Output_Roles >
Static-roles: < ServiceDomainModel >

related to it which leads to no new implementation required,
less time and effort.

4.1.2 Inference Knowledge Adjustment

Inference knowledge presents the problem solving steps.
Each step applies the relations which are described in the
domain knowledge layer. Since the inference step is the basic
reasoning which used by task knowledge for solving the
problem, it was transformed to a service. Inference knowl-
edge can be described through Operation-type, Input-roles,
Output-roles, Static-roles and specification. Table 2 explores
the inference as a service transformation.

4.1.3 Task Knowledge Adjustment

The task knowledge is the main component in the Expertise
Model. The mission of task knowledge layer is to present
the overall control describing inferences steps to reach the
determined goal. It can be described through goal, input,
output and sub-tasks. Table 3 shows the task transformation
from CommonKADS to a service.

4.1.4 Ontology Mapping

The aim of the mapping ontology is to unify the terminology
used by different components of CommonKADS as ser-
vices. This mapping will facilitate building new SOA Com-
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Table 3 Task layer adjustment

CommonKADS Task knowledge Proposed Task knowledge as service
Task: < Task_Name >

Goal: < Task_Goals >
Input: < Task_Inputs >
Output: < Task_Output >
Task-Body

Type: < Task_Type >
Sub-tasks :

< Sub Task 1 >
. . .
< Sub Task N>

Control-Structure: 
< Inference Step 1 >
< Inference Step 2 >
...
< Inference Step N>

< Sub Task 1 >
< Sub Task 2 >
...
< Sub Task N >

Service Task: <Service_Task_Name>
Description: < Task_Goals >
Input: < Task_Inputs >
Output: < Task_Outputs >
Type: < Task_Type >
Body

< Service Inference 1 >
< Service Inference 2 >
...
< Service Inference N >
< Sub Task 1 >
< Sub Task 2 >
...
< Sub Task N >

Fig. 3 Ontology mapping representation

monKADS system using the transformed CommonKADS
layers from different KBS.

It includes the term, its synonyms and other relations
between terms as shown in Fig. 3. This ontology is wrapped
with a service called ontology service to facilitate communi-
cating with it via different CommonKADS layers.

4.2 Converting Legacy Systems

The basic idea of the converting process is to change
CommonKADS-based legacy systems to be more flexible
and reusable ones. Some of existing CommonKADS-based
legacy systems are built many years ago and include a
huge amount of valuable knowledge. Converting the existing

and running CommonKADS-based legacy systems to SOA-
enabled systems will be very useful. Basically, it converts
the Expertise Model of the legacy system to an “Expertise
Model As a Service” as shown in Fig. 4. There are two main
components of the CommonKADS legacy system converter:

• Extraction Component CommonKADS parser parses the
legacy system to extract the needed knowledge to fill the
Expertise Model as a service. Then, the model will use
the ontology to unify the terminology used by different
components of CommonKADS.

• Transformer Component It converts the Expertise Model
of the legacy system from existing representation to ser-
vice representation to run as a service.

4.3 GenericSOA Framework

GenericSOA is a proposed framework that aims to enhance
SOA applications by collecting different services into one
service task template to achieve a specific task. GenericSOA
can be easily integrated in a loosely coupled manner, accel-
erate the developing time and reduce the required effort for
building new systems. It consists of four components namely:

• Services library It is the repository of reusable services
that exist within an organization. New requirements not
included in the service should be built and added to the
library.

• Generic services task model (GSTM) It is attached to
services library. Instead of reconstructing service from
scratch, those services can be employed as a service in
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Fig. 4 Legacy system converter

any new system. The modification of those services is
implemented only in the services library.

• Generic services task templates (GSTT) They are gener-
ated using GSTM for solving a specific task in the new
system.

• Ontology It simplifies the communication and coopera-
tion between the services by using common terminolo-
gies.

Here are the advantages of utilizing GenericSOA:

• SLA Updating Each GSTT has different service-level
agreement (SLA) such as cost and accuracy. Users can
change it in runtime according to their requirements.

• GUI Builder GenericSOA can build the interface auto-
matically which is suitable for each GSTT based on
different user requirements.

5 Case Study

The case study shows how an existing CommonKADS
module can be converted and used as a service-oriented appli-
cation. As an example, Potato expert system [27] was chosen
to be the system of our interest to work on due to the avail-
ability of data related to the expert system for this crop.

Potato expert system has been built using CommonKADS
methodology. The knowledge has been collected from dif-
ferent experts working in the field of crop cultivation and has

a great experience in potato crop. Knowledge acquisition
step is performed by knowledge acquisition sessions with
domain experts. Knowledge was filtered and transformed
into suitable representation. The result was knowledge-based
that contained all relevant knowledge and data that were
acquired from experts. The potato expert system was eval-
uated and tested by both knowledge engineers and domain
expert to ensure its high performance and quality. The knowl-
edge base used in the presented case study has 50 concepts
in the domain model, 103 properties and 302 possible val-
ues. Disorders are the most important concepts which were
represented in 23 disorders. Knowledge base has 180 rules
divided into 7 groups (relations). As for the inference, it con-
tains 4 inferences steps and the most important are Predict
and Confirm inferences. Task knowledge has 4 tasks which
are plant care, diagnosis, treatment and irrigation.

Potato knowledge base has been built using a black box
tool called KSR which has been build many years ago based
on C++ [28–30]. This tool produces only desktop applica-
tions on Windows operating system. But now, it is difficult
to use it due to the new technology and also because those
experts are not available anymore.

The proposed systemwill be run over GenericSOA frame-
work. This framework provides some different templates
for different tasks to solve some specified problems like
diagnosis, treatment and plant care. Our target in this case
study will be to shed light on diagnosis task to point out
the core problems that will be solved by converting the
CommonKADS-based original system to SOA-enabled sys-
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Table 4 Potato domain model

Domain model Domain model as service
Domain model: (Predict_DM)
Parts:

Tuple (Predict)

Service Domain model: 
(Service_Predict_DM)

Composed Services:
ServiceFunction (Predict_Service)

Fig. 5 XML representation of potato domain model

tem. The main mission is to convert “potato diagnosis task”
to be set of cooperating related services by utilizing Gener-
icSOA framework.

5.1 Potato CommonKADS-Based System Conversion

In order to run potato diagnosis module on the SOA environ-
ment, the old CommonKADS representation needed to be
converted to its suitable SOA representation. The main goal
of this experiment was to show how the new SOA-enabled
potato system can be handled as a set of cooperating services.
So, this section will show some examples of the old and new
representations’ conversion.

• Domain model As shown in Table 4, the potato domain
model was converted to a composite service. For exam-
ple, the (Predict_DM) domain model was converted to
(Service_Predict_DM), while its tuple (Predict) was con-
verted to (Predict_Service) as a service function. Figure 5
introduces the XML representation for potato crop.

• Relations Figure 6 shows the XML representation of
(Predict) service which has input parameter (PlantParts)
and the output of this function is some suspected dis-
orders. In run time, input and output parameters are
transformed to their actual names and also find the dif-
ferent relations to them in the mapping ontology. For
example, in the service relation (Predict_Service) the
term “Disorder” indicates “IsA” relation in mapping
ontology to all the disorders names that can be predicted,
as shown in Fig. 9.

• Inference knowledge (Predict) Inference knowledge is
converted to Service inference (Service_Predict
_Inference) which is explained in Table 5. The XML rep-
resentation of this transformation is shown in Fig. 7. In
run time, Input-roles, Output-roles and Static-roles are
transformed to their actual names and also find the dif-
ferent relations to them in the mapping ontology.

• Task knowledge (potato disorder diagnosis) Task knowl-
edge is transformed to service task (ServicePotato dis-
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Fig. 6 XML representation of different services

Table 5 Inference knowledge of potato crop

CommonKADS Inference knowledge Proposed Inference knowledge as 
service

Inference: ( Predict )
Operation-type: (Get the predicted disorders )
Input-roles: (complaints on symptoms)
Output-roles: ( suspected disorders )
Static-roles: ( Predict model )
Spec: ( the suspected disorders are predicted 

according to the complaints by applying "Predict" 
relation )

Service Inference: 
( Service_Predict_Inference )

Description: ( the suspected disorders are 
predicted according to the complaints by applying 
"Predict" relation )
Input-roles: (complaints on symptoms)
Output-roles: ( suspected disorders )
Static-roles: ( Service_Predict_DM )

Fig. 7 XML representation of potato inference knowledge
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Table 6 Task knowledge potato crop

CommonKADS Task knowledge Proposed Task knowledge as service
Task: ( Potato disorder diagnosis )

Goal: ( Get disorders that truly affect potato crop)
Input: (Growth_stage, Symptoms, Plant_Parts)
Output: ( Disorder_Name)
Task-Body

Type: ( composite )
Sub-tasks :

( Get Symptoms )
( Get predicted disorders )
( Get confirmed disorders )
( Display disorder)

Service Task:
( Service Potato disorder diagnosis)

Description: 
( Get disorders that truly affect potato crop )

Input: (Growth_stage, Symptoms, Plant_Parts)
Output: ( Disorder_Name, Details, Images )
Type: ( composite )
Body

( Service_Predict_Inference )
( Service_Confirm_Inference

Fig. 8 XML representation of potato task knowledge

order diagnosis) as shown in Table 6. Transformation to
XML representation is shown in Fig. 8. In run time, goal,
input, output and sub-tasks are transformed to their actual
names and also find the different relations to them in the
mapping ontology.

• Mapping ontology Utilizing the mapping ontology in
CommonKADS layers has very clear importance to unify
the different terminologies used by different services
especially when these services are called from many
systems. In addition, this ontology contains the differ-
ent relations that can link those terminologies together
to increase the benefit from using it and abstracting the
usage of terms in the whole system. For example, rela-
tions of “IsA,” “Synonyms” and “PartOf” can be also

used in building the dynamic interface to fill the needed
input parameters by the user to choose from in runtime.
Figure 9 shows part of the mapping ontology built for
this case study.

5.2 Running Potato System as SOA-Enabled

After the potato system is represented to beSOA-enabled, it is
ready now for running onto theGenericSOA framework. Fig-
ure 10 shows the information about theGSTTof selected task
(diagnosis). The task description tells its function (e.g., pre-
dict the disorder of the plant and then confirm the predicted
disease to reach the existed disorder). The selected diag-
nosis task needs two preconditions which are (Crop Name
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Fig. 9 Mapping ontology example

andAppearance). The output of this task is the disorder(s)
name. TheGSTTconsists of two services (Predict) and (Con-
firm) which are got from providers (Provider_Pridect) and
(Provider_General) in order, and each service has its SLA
criteria. The diagnosis task default criterion is (Least Cost).
The execution of this task is explained in the following steps:

• Step 1 The end user selects (potato) as a crop name, and
then, he enters plant symptoms in the form of (Concept
→Property →Value). In Fig. 11, crop appearance is the

potato symptoms which are (WholePlant →Appearance
→Growth weakness), (WholePlant →Appearance →
Dwarf), (WholePlant →Appearance →Distorted) and
(Leaves_Spot →Color →Yellow). The diagnosis task
executes the (Predict) servicewhich takes the appearance
parameters to predict the existing disorder. The end user
clicks “Execute,” and the result of this stepwill be the sus-
pected disorders which are (Cereal_Cyst_nematoda) or
(Stem_and_Bulb_nematoda). The user clicks ’Continue’
to complete the diagnosis task by executing (Confirm)
service.

• Step 2 the user interface is built dynamically depend-
ing on the input parameters of (Confirm) service as
shown in Fig. 12. He selects the inputs which are (Nema-
toda → Exist → Yes), (Nematoda→ Appearance →
Moving actively), (Tuber→ Appearance → moldy) and
then clicks ’Execute’ to show the final result which is
(Stem_and_Bulb_nematoda) as the Confirmed disorder.

5.3 Case StudyValidation

The Validation of the SOA system was done in three stages
[31,32]. These stages are off-line, admission and online test-
ing. Off-line testing focused on checking the functionality of
the tested service, and it was done during the development
time of the service itself.

The idea of admission testing is to apply a preliminary
testing stage on the service to test its results before the actual
insertion of the service in the directory. If the service does
not return the expected results, the registration process is
canceled and the service is aborted from the directory. Online
testing depends on previously tester’s designed test cases.

Fig. 10 Task information
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Fig. 11 Diagnosis task execution (Predict service)

Fig. 12 Diagnosis task execution (Confirm service)
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Those test cases that the service is to ensure that the service
is performing the expected behavior.

The off-line testing cannot be applied in our work because
our framework uses previously developed services which are
well tested at their own providers and uses it without any
involvement in their composition. Admission testing is the
more suitable because we applied the idea of service behav-
ior checking before putting it in the registry for usage. If the
service fails or does not respond, the system aborts and does
not allow it to be registered. Only valued and reliable services
are registered, and this leads to save time wasted in justify-
ing unsuccessful services. Online testing is applied in SOA
developed system during the stage of SOA system develop-
ing validation. Developers check the services that will be
involved in the current case and makes sure that they will
give the expected results before invoking them in the execu-
tion phase. Admission testing and online testing only were
applied for evaluating our proposed model.

We applied online testing on our new resulting Potato
SOA-enabled system by entering some diseases cases to both
old andnewsystems and comparing the results.We found that
the results of the system after applying the SOA model are
identicalwith the results of the old system. This demonstrates
that the newgenerated systemmaintains the preservedwealth
of knowledge exists in the original system. This achieves the
goal of simplifying the process of systems construction or
conversion to be compatible with the new technology with-
out losing the knowledge and functionality in existing legacy
systems. The observations from this case study were:

• When we want to add new disease or update the symp-
toms of an existing one in the original legacy system, it
was difficult to do because it requires making updates
to most components of the system. On the contrary, new
converted system allows addition of new knowledge or
updating the existing knowledge in a very simple manner
through accumulation or modification of new or already
existing services without affecting the rest of the system
components.

• It is noticeable that the original legacy system was a
desktop application and restricted to undergo aWindows
operating system. However, the new system can undergo
new software technology beyond desktop applications
and does not limited to a specific operating system.

5.4 Discussion

The case study result demonstrates that usage of SOA can
be a promising technology in improving the performance
of CommonKADSmethodology. The following points show
how this improvement is done:

1. According to the building blocks’ problem, we can say
that great enhancement in generality and reusability of

services is done.As shown, generic services (Predict) and
(Confirm) are built in the new CommonKADS system
and they can be called by any other system to do the
same functions depending on the parameters being given
to them.

2. The mapping ontology achieves great improvement in
the problem of different terminologies between the com-
ponents of the same system. It helps in unifying the used
synonyms or other relations for the samemeaning among
services invoked in the systems. Also, it is useful in gen-
erating the user interface.

3. The new proposed model makes the conversion and
reusability of legacy systems to new technologies more
flexible and in the same time keeps the value of their goals
without any shortage or failure in their functionalities.

4. Admission testing and online testing were applied to
ensure the reliability of the presented work.

6 Conclusion

The presentedwork proposes an adaptationmodel to enhance
the CommonKADSmethodology to overcome the disadvan-
tages mentioned in the literature reviewwith special focus on
legacy systems. The proposedmodel uses SOA technology to
solve some breakdowns that exist in CommonKADS-based
legacy systems. The adaptation contains two processes:
adjusting and converting. In this adaptation, new repre-
sentations are explored for domain knowledge, inference
knowledge and task knowledge layers in CommonKADS.
These new representations facilitate enabling existing and
new CommonKADS-based systems to work under SOA
environment.

Focusing on the design in cooperation with the imple-
mentation phases of the target system is one of our work
goals. This is demonstrated through the conversion of
CommonKADS methodology from design model to be
executable application, the systematic communication of
CommonKADS services together despite of using different
terminologies, and the diversion of existing CommonKADS-
based systems to be more suitable for the new software
technologies.

This paper exemplifies the proposed approach on a
simple case problem to demonstrate how the conversion
from CommonKADS-based to SOA-enabled system can be
achieved. The case study results have shown great bene-
fits of SOA technology usage in the improvement of the
CommonKADSmethodology performance. The results have
indicated the same functionality expected from enhanced
system without losing the main concept of CommonKADS
methodology.

We can pretend that the given effort in this research reflects
the uniqueness in focusing on legacy systems that usingCom-
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monKADS methodology and addressing their problems in
coping up with the currently used technologies. However,
the presented work still has some shortfalls to represent a
complete adaptation for CommonKADS methodology per-
formance. Our future target will be the generalization of
the adaptation task to cover all the CommonKADS models.
The needed adaption is especially dedicated for the exper-
tise model, so this adaptation needs to be generic for other
CommonKADS models. Another generalization is hope-
fully desired in the ontology to circulate the communication
between the different domains that can share the same gen-
eral terminologies despite of their application variations.
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